BUSINESS
COMMUNICATIONS
Fluid Networks has your communications covered.
From Cloud and Onsite VoIP phone systems, to
Room-based and Personal Collaboration systems, from
fast, reliable internet, to stable, inexpensive Voice lines.
Fluid Networks has the expertise to guide Small and
Medium Enterprise clients into the best combination of
communication technologies.

BACKUP & DISASTER
RECOVERY
VISIBLE-DP for Data Backup and Protection, and
VISIBLE-ARCHIVE for Historical Email Reference combine to
ensure your critical Servers and important Corporate Information are kept trim and able to be brought back online in
minutes, not days, after a Disaster or System failure.
Backup and Disaster Recovery

Losing Data you’ve been working on since the morning may
ruin your day, losing Data on a grander scale, such as a
Server crash wiping out your Accounting Records, might ruin
your entire business. It is, therefore, imperative you adequately protect your important files by implementing a secure,
cloud recovery system which is fully managed and dependable when you need it.
Fluid Networks has been delivering Voice and Data
solutions for more than two decades. We understand
Converged Technology better than most. Our experience
includes partnerships with myriad cloud and
premise-based VoIP system providers, Fiber, cable and
wireless broadband companies – we even started up an
ISP of our own right here in Southern California.

VISIBLE-DP is a fully managed, appliance-based, local onsite
and Cloud-replicated backup designed to protect your
business against data loss in the event of a system failure,
local site or regional disaster or Ransomware attack. All you
need to do is provide basic information about your Servers,
and then Fluid Networks takes care of the rest.

Unlike many IT Services firms, we embrace the opportunity
to simplify the complex world of business communications
for our Small and Medium Enterprise clients, which we do
by offering an array of feature-rich, straightforward, and
budget-friendly packages.

VISIBLE-ARCHIVE is our fully managed, cloud-based email
archiving solution which allows your historical email to be
always available while keeping your actual inbox lean and
clean. This brings down the cost to maintain your email
system, provides access to email when Servers fail, maintains
legal and compliance requirements, protects against user
deletions, and significantly shortens the time to recover by
holding historical, unchanged data in a separate repository
available from anywhere.

SOLUTIONS FOR SMALL OFFICES AND
LARGE MULTI-SITE NETWORKS.

Managed IT Services
Cyber Security Solutions
Business Communications
Backup & Disaster Recovery

Email Archiving

LAN, WAN, VPN, and WiFi network design
Cost-saving, feature-rich, Cloud and On-premise
VoIP phone systems
Trusted brands like Mitel, Panasonic, Polycom,
and more

(805) 585-6350

Cloud, mobile, and office-based video
Web-based Collaboration
Conferencing on-demand
Tailormade, unified telecom schemes to meet
your specific needs
Partnerships with leading local and national carriers

(805) 585-6350
www.fluidnets.com
80 Wood Rd., Ste 308
Camarillo, CA 93010

www.fluidnets.com
80 Wood Rd., Ste 308
Camarillo, CA 93010

MANAGED IT
SERVICES

CYBER SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

Today’s highly critical, distributed IT systems require a
proactive management approach to ensure proper
availability, reliability, and performance. Fluid Networks
will holistically manage all your IT systems, creating a
cohesive experience between your users, network, and
applications.

Attackers are relentless, and new vulnerabilities are
being exploited every day. Without robust defense
systems at all levels inside and outside your IT
environment, you’re leaving your business and your users
open to theft, data loss, or worse.

When Fluid Networks is managing your IT systems, you are
freed from the hassles of dealing with an ever-increasingly
complex IT environment, so you’re able to focus your
attention where it should be, pleasing your existing
customers and earning new ones.
Managed IT services are a predictive, proactive technical
support model that ensures your users have fully-functioning
IT systems always. No more crashing Servers, lagging
WiFi or slow Internet service, no more glitches which serve
to destroy your users’ productivity costing your business
money. Now, just enjoy a modern, safe and secure IT
environment, so your teams may stay productive from
anywhere, any time.

Fluid Networks provides cyber security solutions that are
constantly evolving to keep pace with attackers and are
fully managed by our team of IT and Network Security
experts. Our tools, fully deployed and fitted to the way
you use your network, will keep you protected against
the latest internet threats by leveraging security
technologies at all levels of your network – edge, email,
server, PC, Mac, Browser, mobile device, cloud and
beyond.
This comprehensive approach ensures your users are
safe to use the internet every day, and if (when) a
large-scale outbreak occurs, our team is able to
proactively work to ensure malware and viruses do not
gain a foothold in your network.
Our unique
combination of day-to-day protection, monitoring and
remediation technologies, along with our quick response
to new outbreaks makes Fluid Networks an ideal
network security partner for your business.

EXHAUSTIVE ANALYSIS AND CLOSE
MONITORING OF RISKS, THREATS,
AND COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS.
Continuous network and database testing
Managed firewalls and endpoint protections
Security awareness and best practice training

WHAT DO MANAGED IT
SERVICES ENTAIL?
A nearly “failure-free” computing environment
Around-the-clock protection from viruses, spam,
and phishing attacks
Constant supervision of PCs, laptops, servers,
and networking equipment
Complete management of your software
applications and operating systems
State-of-the-art backups of your precious
customer, accounting, and HR data

Email surveillance with robust encryption
protocols
Software application scanning and malware
monitoring

www.fluidnets.com

CLOUD ENABLED OFFICE
C.E.O.

TM

Significant Savings
Cloud computing is the most effective way to defer, or
eliminate entirely, the tremendous and increasing costs tied to
owning hi-tech hardware and software. The Cloud delivers
uptime and availability in-house solutions can only dream of,
at a fraction of the cost of building and maintaining it yourself.
With the Cloud, it’s possible to have your cake and eat it,
too…

Streamlined Collaboration
Putting the Cloud to work as your Central Collaborations
Hub allows your teams to work in concert over voice, video,
screen-share, and white-board from a personal or
room-based device from basically anywhere. No more
limits, no more walls…

VoIP Telephony
Cloud-based Voice-over-IP systems add flexibility and
resiliency to your overall telephone communications. Make a
distributed workforce seem as if they’re all in the same office.
Cloud VoIP presents its own unique challenges, but Fluid
Networks, with decades of experience, has been doing it
longer and better than most!

Office 365
Cloud-based productivity suite, fully managed by Fluid
Networks, brings together Microsoft’s renowned productivity
suite – Word, Excel, Outlook, etc – with powerful Cloud
services such as OneDrive, SharePoint, and Microsoft Teams,
so your workforce always has everything they need from
anywhere on any device at any time.

Azure and AWS
Microsoft’s Azure and Amazon’s AWS Global Cloud
Services provides the ideal framework to help your
organization meet and overcome your business’ challenges.
Similar, yet each with its own strengths, Azure and AWS offer
trusted Cloud environments for businesses to build, manage,
and deploy sophisticated applications with enhanced
flexibility, scalability, and reliability.

MOVING TO THE CLOUD GENERATES
SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS ON IT
OPERATING COSTS, PLUS
MANY OTHER BENEFITS.
Improved workforce mobility
Increased employee efficiency
Reduced payroll for technical personnel
More money for wage increases and
product innovation
Higher availability of IT staff for
revenue-generating projects

